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INTRODUCTION
Before the covid-19 pandemic, the Cultural and Creative sector contributed at least 1.7% of Gross State
product and directly employed 2% of Tasmania’s working population. “That the cultural sector sits at
the heart of many other Tasmanian sectors (tourism, Hospitality et al) makes it easy to estimate that with
the inclusion of allied sectors, the overall contribution to the state is over 6% of the GSP and
employment is over 6% of the workforce.” Despite the sector experiencing strong growth, research
revealed that local participants were “just ‘surviving’ and see things (at a personal level) as not
particularly better or worse than 5 years ago”.1 Pre-covid, arts workers were already among Australia’s
lowest paid workers;“half of the sector earn below the 2016–17 average Tasmanian salary of $52,931”. 2
The Tasmanian screen industry sits within the broader cultural and creative sector and provides both a
valuable economic and cultural return on investment by government. The most recent Tasmanian
screen industry profile revealed that pre-covid, screen industry workers in Tasmania were not sharing in
the economic spoils from the industry with 50% of owner/operators and 76% of paid workers in the
screen industry earning less that $50,000 per annum.3
Today, the outlook for the creative and cultural industries is worrying indeed. Nationally, ABS data
identified that at the end of March 2020 the arts and recreation services was the worst hit industry with
only 47% of businesses still trading.4 The Grattan Institute has projected that going forward arts and
recreation services will suffer job losses of 55-75%.5
In Tasmania, The Premier’s Economic & Social Recovery Advisory Council (PESRAC) Interim Report in
July 2020 identified that the arts and recreation services have been disproportionately impacted by
covid-19 “… the arts and recreation services sector has also been heavily impacted. Jobs fell by almost
a quarter between March and June 2020.”6
Both state and federal governments have been quick to respond with support packages aimed at the
creative and cultural industries. What has been largely missed in these packages is the recognition that
the screen industry in Tasmania includes two quite distinct sectors – one that we can label the ‘Film and
television sector’ and the other the ‘local’ screen sector. Current government support for the screen
industry has been disproportionately directed toward supporting the ‘film and television’ sector of the
industry.
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O’Connor, ‘Creative Island Sector Analysis 2017 – Creative Island Report’, Creative Island, 2008, p.2
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In the Tasmanian screen industry, the ‘film and television’ sector is underpinned by national and international markets and employs large numbers of Tasmanians for short periods of time
(during production). This sector consists of a few larger production companies and a handful of key creatives who champion productions of scale (like Rosehaven or The Gloaming). The
‘local’ sector of the industry includes microbusinesses and sole traders who largely operate within the local (Tasmanian) market. This market includes commissions from the community sector,
museums, festivals, business and government. They are self-employed and contract with other freelancers to work on projects that require greater scale.
The ‘film and television’ sector of the industry has been significantly disrupted by covid and the changes to screen quotas (specifically in the children’s television space). This poses a real
threat to the Tasmanian screen industry – foreshadowed in the Screen Tasmania Strategic Plan “… without a critical mass of production, the ability for businesses, technicians, actors, animators,
developers and creatives to be full-time professionals is limited and the output of the state’s industry, and the industry itself, is at risk of stagnation.”7 To avoid this outcome, government can
strategically invest in the ‘local’ sector of the screen industry. The majority of the small businesses operating in this sector “have been around for ten years or more, suggesting a high degree
of resilience”.8 These businesses have been quick to pivot their work to respond to new opportunities as local markets transition from in-person events to online and using film to engage
clients and customers. Grassroots investment will strengthen this resilience and provide a pathway to recovery for small businesses and freelancers working in the Tasmanian screen industry.
Wide Angle Tasmania proposes three strategies to strengthen the Tasmanian screen sector over the next three years:
1. To recognise and support Wide Angle Tasmania as the industry body that represents the screen sector
2. To fund Wide Angle Tasmania’s short film production initiative and regional outreach strategy
3. To fund a screen traineeship programme

7
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PROPOSAL 1: TO RECOGNISE & SUPPORT WIDE ANGLE TASMANIA AS THE INDUSTRY BODY THAT REPRESENTS THE SCREEN SECTOR
Government and industry require access to current, evidence-based research to develop strategies to support the recovery of the Tasmanian screen industry. Many of the documents available
to help this work are out of date - including the Tasmanian Screen Industry Workforce Development Plan that expired in 2018. Screen Tasmania’s strategic plan is due for review in 2021.
In 2015 the government recognised and supported the ‘Tasmanian Creative Industries Pty Ltd’ as the industry body representing the sector.9 In recent years the ‘Tasmanian Creative Industries
Pty Ltd’ has been inactive and the screen industry has consistently declared that the body does not represent our industry.
Any roadmap to recovery for the screen industry and the broader cultural and creative industries will benefit from the voice of an industry body that is able to engage with and represent
stakeholders.
We propose that the government supports Wide Angle Tasmania as the industry body that represents the ‘local’ screen sector. Such support would resource Wide Angle Tasmania to
undertake research to identify the strengths, needs and opportunities of the ‘local’ screen sector, develop strategies for building the capacity of this sector and evaluate the impact of any
strategies implemented. This work would be invaluable to informing government policy.

What is required?

$35,000 annually for three years for Wide Angle Tasmania to employ staff to engage stakeholders within the screen sector and produce materials that inform government policy and members
of the Tasmanian screen industry.
Total investment over three years - $105,000

9
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PROPOSAL 2: TO FUND WIDE ANGLE TASMANIA’S SHORT FILM PRODUCTION INITIATIVE AND REGIONAL OUTREACH STRATEGY
Wide Angle Tasmania is uniquely positioned to assist government to identify and develop new screen talent, connect emerging and established screen practitioners and produce screen works that
reflect and contribute to a vibrant Tasmanian screen culture. Our organisation has a highly successful model of short film production with a demonstrated track-record of creating quality short films
that resonate with audiences. The problem is that there are not established, ongoing funding programmes through Screen Tasmania, Arts Tasmania or Events Tasmania that we can apply to for
support to produce short films that are designed primarily for Tasmanian audiences and to screen these films in towns around Tasmania. Films are a powerful force for creating social change and
building social cohesion in our community. Seeing people just like us who are resilient and resourceful can provide us with role models and help us to empathise and understand ‘wicked’ social
issues in new ways. Throughout the current pandemic and moving forward we will need stories that unite our community and build greater social bonds and resilience. Film is uniquely positioned
to communicate difficult ideas and be emotionally compelling.
Recognising the importance of producing films that reflect and shape our culture, Wide Angle has used our organisation’s cash reserves to fund the production of culturally significant short films
since 2016 when Federal funding for our model of short film production was dissolved. Since 2016, Wide Angle Tasmania has supported the development, production and distribution of 51
Tasmanian films. Wide Angle Tasmania has provided Tasmanian filmmakers with more than $95,000 in cash budgets to make these films and have employed professional filmmakers to mentor
early career filmmakers throughout production, insured the volunteers who crew and cast the films and donated over $100,000 in equipment and facilities to produce the films. Each year nearly
200 people received professional screen credits working on our productions that progress their career, educational and/or creative aspirations. Our organisation is unable to continue drawing
down cash reserves to fund this activity and 2020 was the first year we did not fund a production initiative for Tasmanian filmmakers.
The Tasmanian government has the opportunity to strengthen the Tasmanian community AND the ‘local’ screen sector by investing in works by and for Tasmanians by funding Wide Angle
Tasmania’s short film production initiative and regional outreach strategy. Wide Angle Tasmania is seeking support to produce four short films each year that reflect and shape our Tasmanian
culture. The films will screen in regional towns to build pride in our Tasmanian spirit and build greater community cohesion. Each film will help inspire our community and provide a model for how
we too can take responsibility for creating a better world for ourselves, our families and other Tasmanians. A team of professional filmmakers will work to source stories, produce extraordinary short
films, develop and implement a highly effective outreach strategy to bring these stories to Tasmanians – on the big and small screens. New filmmaking talent will intern on each project to learn
skills, develop networks and practice their craft on side projects based on social media content creation (such as tik tok, instagram etc.)

What is required?

$120,000 each year to employ an impact producer and to develop, produce, distribute and market 4 films per year.
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Total investment over three years - $360,000

PROPOSAL 3: TO FUND A SCREEN TRAINEESHIP PROGRAMME
There are no clear career pathways for screen practitioners and little systemic support for career pathway
planning. The Tasmanian Screen Industry Workforce Development Plan identified six workforce challenges
including:
• Aligning education and training programs to screen industry needs
• Developing and disseminating information on careers pathways in the screen industry
• Improving the connection between employers and employees
The plan also recognised that “The screen industry is constantly evolving in terms of how, why and what content
is produced. The workforce has to be able to adapt to the changing industry environment.”11 The Emerging
Visions report reinforces this, “All interviewees experienced challenges and the struggle of working out the
career puzzle in a project-based industry where the project either has to be created or found.” 12
Despite the widespread recognition that practical production experience, professional networks and on-the-job
training are critical elements for working in the screen industry, there is no formal traineeship or internship
model in Tasmania that engages the ‘local’ screen sector.
Screen Tasmania’s attachment program provides paid opportunities for emerging practitioners to work on largescale productions that they fund in the ‘film and television’ sector of the industry. UTAS internship placements
are restricted to production companies with established offices (which in the Tasmanian context equates to a few
production companies working predominantly in the ‘film and television’ sector).
The result is that students graduating from study or entering the workforce have very few professional contacts
in the ‘local’ screen sector and very limited understanding of how the ‘local’ film sector operates (the markets,
the ways that business is done, the types of content produced). At the same time, businesses operating in the
‘local’ screen sector are unable to access the benefits of having an attachment, intern or trainee in their business.
Wide Angle Tasmania proposes a traineeship programme for the Tasmanian ‘local’ screen sector. Wide Angle
Tasmania will employ three trainees each year and work with registered training organisations to ensure that
participants in the programme work towards gaining an appropriate screen qualification if they do not have a
Cert III or Cert IV in Media when employed. As employees of Wide Angle Tasmania our staff will provide
pastoral care for the trainees, oversee their work plan, mentor their career planning and assist local businesses
to provide effective instruction and oversight while receiving the benefit of the skills the trainees bring to their
workplaces.

What is required?

$100,000 per year to employ three trainees for a minimum of 20 hours per week and staff to provide
appropriate supervision and work placements.
Total investment over three years - $300,000

11. Stenning

and Associates, ‘Tasmanian Screen Industry Workforce Development Plan 2017-2018’, p.8
Metro Screen, ‘Emerging Visions: Career Pathways in the Australian Screen Production Industry’, Metro Screen Pty Ltd, 2015,
p. 14
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ABOUT WIDE ANGLE TASMANIA
Wide Angle Tasmania (WAT) has encouraged, developed and supported Tasmanian screen
practitioners for 18 years. WAT bridges a dynamic space where our services are used for
education, employment and creative expression. Our programmes provide low-cost or free
access to opportunities that are accessible to all. In 2020 Wide Angle:
• operated the Wide Angle Screen Centre in South Hobart
• Hired 1,101 pieces of film, sound and photography equipment to Tasmanians
• Provided 170 hours of mentorship connecting emerging practitioners with more
experienced players
• Employed 24 filmmakers to deliver programmes
• Delivered non-accredited training to 359 people and connected 194 people at our
networking events
• Donated $24,000 value in equipment hire to the screen community
• Advocated for the screen sector and broader arts sector in the media and
government (at a local, state and federal level).
WAT is a not-for-profit organisation whose business model includes philanthropic
donations, earned income and programmes funded from government and nongovernment partnerships. WAT has a strong track-record of partnering to deliver projects
that leverage our resources and community.

WAT has a FTE staffing of 2 and an active volunteer Board of governance who provide
strategic direction to the organisation. Additional staff is appointed on a project by project
basis and contractors provide additional casual service to the organisation. There are a
number of individuals and businesses that provide pro-bono services including legal and
accountancy advice – they are committed to WAT for the long term.
WAT’s community includes 8,100+ social media connections, 1,300+ subscribers to our
monthly newsletter and 200 financial members. WAT has an active and engaged volunteer
base that annually commits to bring their skills and expertise to support our projects. In
addition to Wide Angle Tasmania’s volunteer Board of Management, each year around 200
crew and cast participate directly in mentored production initiatives supported by Wide
Angle Tasmania.
Our work is designed to develop skilled and enterprising practitioners, create new screen
works and build a strong screen community.
Watch some of the films that Wide Angle Tasmania has supported here
https://www.wideangle.org.au/watch_some_films
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Member Profile - Tom Waugh
Wide Angle’s production initiatives provide valuable experience and screen credits for early
career crew. Established cinematographers, sound recordists and gaffers regularly volunteer
to provide on-set mentorship of the next generation. Tom exemplifies the journey from
‘newbie’ to mentor that our long-running programme facilitates. Tom’s story also
demonstrates the tenacity and ingenuity of our filmmakers - to create high value, niche
businesses that operate internationally from Tasmania.
Tom Waugh started hanging out at the WAT office to play with the Film Kit at the age of 16. In
2009 Tom worked as camera assistant on two of WAT’s production initiatives.
“Off the back of these shorts, I was offered an attachment through Screen Tasmania…
and continued to work on Wide Angle’s Raw Nerve short films, both as a camera
assistant and also as cinematographer to further my skills and experience.”
Tom was the youngest person offered a place in the Graduate Diploma of Cinematography
Course at AFTRS. At 19, and with no previous tertiary experience, “I was still concerned about
the cost and whether I was ready for the course. Bev Jefferson, the manager at Wide Angle
Tasmania in 2009, convinced me that I couldn't pass up this amazing opportunity and she also
fundraised $1500 through her networks to help me get setup in Sydney.”
After completing study and working out of Sydney, Tom based himself in Tasmania, working
as a freelancer. He worked as a tutor for Wide Angle and continued to work voluntarily on
Wide Angle’s short film initiatives - mentoring the next generation of cinematographers and
camera assistants. In 2014 Tom joined forces with engineer Chris Fox to create Ignite Digi,
providing aerial cinematography for national and international productions including The
Kettering Incident and The Gloaming. They have expanded their business to design and
manufacture specialist drone equipment which is now being used by filmmakers around the
world. During March & April 2020 when demand for their services and products disappeared
overnight they manufactured and donated 10,000 face shields to Tasmanian hospitals.
“Wide Angle Tasmania helps support grassroots filmmakers who are looking to take
the next step up and I can honestly say that without their support, advice,
employment and hard work, I would not have the career I have now. Wide Angle
Tasmania is a hub and a stepping stone, particularly for college graduates, between
college, getting experience, getting work and for some, going to film school. Wide
Angle funded short films bring the discipline of a professional shoot, with deadlines,
OH&S responsibilities and a mentor producer. Screen Tasmania cannot provide the
services that Wide Angle Tasmania do, just as Wide Angle do not provide the
services that Screen Tasmania do. They are both very important parts of our local
industry.” Tom Waugh
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Member Profile – Shaun Wilson

In 2008 Shaun directed his first funded short film through WAT’s production initiative,
established a production company and continued to create work within the commercial
sector and the film industry. Shaun accessed a range of training through Wide Angle and a
number of his films have screened through our programmes. He was state winner of the
National Pitch Competition in 2010 and has produced a number of films through WAT’s
production initiatives.
In 2012 Shaun won Wide Angle’s Quickie at the State Competition. His webseries Noirhouse
received finance through Screen Tasmania and took out 7 awards in the Webstream Awards
in 2013. In 2014, with funding from Screen Australia and Screen Tasmania, Shaun joined
with Latitude Films to develop 6 web episodes with ABC iview and he was awarded Best
Director at both Melbourne Webfest 2014 and Webfest Montreal 2015. Most recently Shaun
has been working between the UK and Australia, directing Rosehaven, The Ex PM and
Frayed. Shaun continues to provide masterclasses and mentorship through Wide Angle’s
programme, and served on the WAT Board as Secretary from 2012 -2019.

Member Profile – Rebecca Thomson

Rebecca’s interest in filmmaking started in 2008 when she first accessed screenwriting
masterclasses through Wide Angle and directed her first short film for Tropfest. Wide Angle
supported the iconic short Cupcake - A Zombie Lesbian Musical by providing training in SFX
make-up and equipment subsidies. Rebecca directed Slashed through the 2010 mentored
initiative Raw Nerve. The success of this film at high profile international festivals, assisted
Rebecca to receive support as the 2011 Silverscreen recipient from Screen Tasmania. In
2012 WAT selected Rebecca to represent Tasmania at the national SPA Pitch Competition.
Her win at the national pitch competition took her to Cannes Film Festival. Screen Tasmania
and Screen Australia have supported Rebecca’s professional development as a director,
through the Athena Project, Natalie Miller Conference, and Pitch, Plot, Produce.

Wide Angle has supported Rebecca’s expansion into producing and distributing screen
content - in 2015 she produced the Raw Nerve film Coffeehead and in 2017 she was
selected for production investment for the Women of The Island webseries (after
development through Step-Out Web17). Rebecca has been instrumental in establishing the
Stranger with My Face Film Festival, the Tasmanian Chapter of the Australian Director’s Guild
and most recently the Tasmanian Chapter of WIFT.
2016 “was a real turning point for me in terms of my filmmaking practice and that
turning point was because of my participation in the Wide Angle funded/supported
Women Of The Island project. Specifically, it is the first time I have filmed, sound
recorded and edited anything myself and it has been incredibly empowering for
me in that I feel I have learned an enormous amount that will make me a better
director and all round filmmaker. But also it has put me in a position where I feel I
can be more productive, more nimble and also has opened up the possibility of me
actually being able to make some money out of filmmaking. I've discovered a love
for these other aspects of filmmaking that I had previously not had the time,
opportunity or perhaps confidence to try and it has also given me a newfound
belief in myself that I can actually learn all sorts of skills if I set my mind to it. And
this may never have happened if not for that Wide Angle initiative so I'm extremely
grateful!” Rebecca Thomson
WAT supported Rebecca and her teammates Lara van Raay and Ninna Millikin to produce
The Women of the Island webseries in 2016/17. The works have featured nationally in the
prestigous Antenna International Documentary Film Festival and around the world – selected
for Copenhagen WebFest, Roma WebFest, Melbourne WebFest and LA WebFest. The team
produced a further 10 webisodes in 2018/19 which were the most ticketed event during Ten
Days on The Island.
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